AMA Property
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FIVE STAR REVIEWS

tshaik1

Scott Marshall

2 reviews

9 reviews

Most stress free work we have ever done.Great
communication, quality job and completed on time. Highly
recommended and we will be using again

Moe's response was really fast and much appreciated.
Turned up when he said he would, was really creative in
the approach to the problem and thought of a much better
solution than mine. Quick, friendly, very good rates, will use
again.

Ian Mahalingam
7 reviews
I have used Moe couple of times now. True professional
and great quality. Highly recommended.

Clifftop at Hepburn
Local Guide · 76 reviews
AMA provided exceptional service and did a really
fantastic job of repairing my home so we could sell it.
Nothing was too much trouble. They did a brilliant job of
painting, sanding jammed doors and repairing broken
items. GREAT WORK and it was really a lot cheaper than
everyone else was quoting. Both Fuzz and Moe were down
to earth and extremely easy to get along with. Would use
their services again in a heartbeat. David Penman

Gary Combes
3 reviews
Moe did a fantastic job ﬁxing our external window frame
which one of our dogs badly damaged trying to break into
the house.. He responded quickly to my enquiry and was
happy to take on the task when nobody else would. The
quality and professionalism of his work was highly
regarded and I would not hesitate to recommend him and
his work. Thanks again Moe.

Mayeth Alada
2 reviews
They did a great job on ﬁxing my broken glass window.
Fast and easy to deal with plus a reasonable price. Will
deﬁnitely hire their service in the future! Thank you!

Naomi L
3 reviews

CoolBeans
1 review

Moe did such an amazing job ﬁxing my wall that a delivery
man had hit. He was very professional and friendly. Will
deﬁnitely hire him again!

Awesome service! AMA did me a solid and came in to do a
job after tools down. I was pushed for time and AMA
squeezed my job in the same day I inquired. Absolute
legend. Can’t fault the work completed. Very happy
customer. ⭐ ⭐ ⭐ ⭐ ⭐

Grace Wang
5 reviews

HnejaD
1 review

My cat was stuck between the wall and shelves. I had to
call handy man to come out to help me get the cat out.
The guy who came he was very Kind ,gentle and very
patience. after 3 hours hard work, he helped me to save
my cat! thank you so much for their help. very reccomoned

kiran singh
5 reviews
Mohammed did an amazing job hanging my TV up on the
wall
Very professional and cost effective
Thank you Mohammed

AMA Property Maintenance and Services did a great and
professional job. Always on time and very helpful with
ideas. Deﬁnitely hard working, would highly recommend
and I would use again for future projects.

bikramjeet singh
2 reviews
Perfection in work.।... Repaired my house wall perfectly.

DM
8 reviews

Nick Reid
3 reviews
Highly recommend AMA, the guy had great
communication and was a friendly person, the job was
eﬃcient, result come up terriﬁc and would use this guy
again.

Couldn't be happier. Work was done when I needed it done
at a price I felt was reasonable and at a professional level.

Zena Elhelou
1 review

Ruma Nangla
2 reviews

Sara El Helou
1 review
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